
Pollination Video Checklist  {SCRIPTS ARE TYPED ON (BLANK) PAGE 2 } 
 
You are using iMovie to create a short film about pollination in which you describe 
the mutualistic interaction between plants and insects that helps the plant to 
produce seeds and provides food for the insect. 
Your movie must be a length no shorter than 40 seconds and no longer than 60 
seconds. 
 

○ Watch the exemplar 
○ Read the description of pollination at     http://NeoK12.com/pres/ZPOLLIN2  
○ Open iMovie and start a new project - include your name in the title  
○ Navigate to the York 7 shared folder 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B8EvbuV7i__2VmZGT29Zd1VfQ1k?u
sp=sharing  of insect vids in google classroom, view and select 2-3 short 
videos featuring two different plants and add them to your project 

○ SCRIPT:  On the second page of this doc, Write a description of the way the 
flower designed by each plant forces the insect to help move pollen in order 
to get fed - this will be the major part of your narration - title it "Pollination 
movie script by your name" 

○ TIPS: Watch the way the insect moves over the blossom, is it digging in?, is 
it walking all over?, is it crawling right inside?  Consider how the shape and 
structure of the flower directs the movement of the insect as it tries to get to 
the nectar. 

○ Choose a title and an image to go with it, the image must come from the 
shared folder or from Creative Commons, Creative Commons search  

○ SCRIPT:  Write an opening sentence that includes the meaning of pollination 
○ Choose a closing image and credits screen 
○ SCRIPT:  Write a closing sentence that includes a benefit of pollination 
○ Finish your movie by putting all of the parts together and hand it in on google 

classroom 
 
 

http://neok12.com/pres/ZPOLLIN2
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B8EvbuV7i__2VmZGT29Zd1VfQ1k?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B8EvbuV7i__2VmZGT29Zd1VfQ1k?usp=sharing
https://search.creativecommons.org/

